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We go back and continue west. We take the road on the left to visit the

monastery of Varsamonero and then go back to the main road where, at a

short distance, we come across the stockbreeding and honey producing village

of Vorizia. This village has been famous since the Venetian occupation and has

brought out revolutionaries who fought for freedom. During World War II,

the area was bombarded by occupation troops, which resulted to its total

destruction. We continue our way and arrive at Kamares, a village mentioned

in Venetian censuses. This area has been inhabited since the Neolithic era. The

famous cave of Kamares, where wonderful ceramics of the early Minoan years

(2000 BC) were found, is here.  

Zaros - Kourtes - Panagia - Moroni - Makres
Driving down from Zaros, after 3 km, we arrive at the abandoned village of

Kourtes. This village has been known from the early 14th century. In the north

part of the village, a roman reservoir is still preserved in good condition. In the

centre of the village are the churches of Treis Ierarches and Agios Georgios.

We continue towards the south and come across Panagia, one of the best-

ZAROS
40 km southwest of Heraklio and on a 400 m. altitude lies the big historical

village of Zaros, which is the capital of the municipality of Zaros. Its name is

pre-Hellenic and it is associated with the existence of a great amount of water

in this area. According to one theory, the etymology of the word Zaros is Za

plus Rous, which means great flow. This place has been continuously inhabited

ever since the pre-historical era and must be the same as Vini, the ancient

town that flourished during classical and Hellenistic years. During the roman

era this area came under the power of Gortina. In the middle ages, it is

mentioned in Venetian censuses of the 14th century. The area was given to the

Latin Patriarch of Constantinople by

cardinal Vissarionas. Originally, it was a

group of neighbourhoods which

developed and unified to form one village.

During the Turkish occupation, this place

had a period of great flourishing, as

architectural elements preserved to this

day show. Agia Kiriaki is the oldest church

of the village and has an impressive wood-

sculpted temple. The existence of water favored the operation of many

watermills for cereal grinding. Near the village, at Votomos site, there is a mill

which is kept in perfect condition and operates even today. 

A TOUR OF IMPORTANT SETTLEMENTS - ROUTES
The area of Zaros has many geomorphologic particularities. Water abundance,

the natural environment, rich flora and fauna, landscape alterations of gorges,

fountains and plains with villages compose a unique environmental set that

one can rarely come across. At the same time, the area being so close to the

south Cretan coasts and the south road network make access easy for visitors

who are taken by surprise by the beauty of the Cretan landscape. As in the

whole hinterland of Crete, here as well people wholeheartedly welcome

visitors and offer their smile, winning travelers’ hearts. 

Zaros - Monastery of Vrontisi - Monastery of Barsamonero - Vorizia
- Kamares
We take the road west and go up and right to the monastery of Vrontisi with

the renaissance spring and 14th century wall paintings. 

preserved traditional villages in Crete. On the

same road to the south lies Morani with its small

and big Labyrinth, known to us from the myth of the Minotaur. From here, we

can go on to Ancient Gortina, the town which served as the centre of the

political and economic life of the island after the Roman occupation.

Alternatively, we can head left to Makres village, whose residential core retains

elements of folk architecture.
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base of big raptors and scavengers of central Crete. 

At lower altitudes one can easily come across hoopoes (Upupa epops),

Orphean Warblers (Sylvia hortensis), ortolans (Emberiza hortulana), par-

tridges (Alectoris chukar) and cushats (Columba palumbus). Reptiles such as

green lizards (Lacerta trilineata) and the Ocellated Skinks (Chalcides ocellatus)

have an intense presence in the area, while the protected river turtles (Mau-

remys rivulata) maintain their populations in the wider area of Zaros. The Cre-

tan wildcat (Felis silvestris cretica), a mammal that rarely appears, also lives in

this area.

A JOURNEY TO THE MYTH AND HISTORY
The abundance of water favoured the inhabitance of the area, which has been

continually inhabited since the pre-historic era. At the cave of Kamares, the

archaeological discovery brought to light the highly important vessels of

Kamares. Near the fountains of Votomos and at the abandoned village of

Kourtes there are traces of late Minoan residence. In the south of Zaros is the

Labyrinth, an artificial cave in the mazy corridors of which, according to

mythology, lived the ghastly Minotaur.

During the German occupation, the cave was

used by the conquerors for the storage of

munitions. Unfortunately, the labyrinth

legend that “wanted” the loss of many young

men continued, since some reckless men

occasionally searched for munitions in the

cave. Visitors can admire the small Labyrinth

near Maroni, a “miniature” of the mythic

Minoan Labyrinth.  

WORTH VISITING (A journey in nature)
The area of Pano Riza at Psiloritis is a geological treasure. Arrays of breach-

es cut the rocks, picked up the mountains and created the Messara Basin

millions of years ago. These breaches formed the cliffs and gorges so that the

water could spring and flow from Psiloritis among the mountains and result

in the fountains of Gergeri and Zaros. The plains are dominated by rocks

formed some millions of years ago when the sea covered again some parts

of Crete. Among them appear white and shiny layers of plaster, such as the

ones at Agia Varvara and Zaros. Within them a rich variety of sea fossils is

well-hidden.

Undoubtedly, water plays the most crucial role in the area of Zaros. Kout-

soulidis river stems form Rouvas forest and ends up to Faneromeni Dam,

which demarcates the municipality of Zaros in the south. To the north, above

Zaros, lies Zaros Lake, whose water comes from the springs of Votomos at the

foot of Psiloritis. A little further is Sterna, a fountain and reservoir preserved

since roman years, which used to supply Ancient Gortina with water. The

municipality is surrounded by important ecosystems, such as the unique oak

forest of Rouvas, part of which geographically belongs to the municipality of

Zaros. At the gorge of Agios Nikolaos, which begins from Rouvas, there are

impressive geological formations and a pine forest surrounding the gorge. At

the gorge of Vorizia, the flora is very rich in plants that grow in the clefts of

the vertical rocks, many of which are endemic, such as the rock lettuce (Petro-

marula pinnata), the Hypericum jovis and the plant symbol of Crete, dictamus

(Origanum dictamnus). But also during win-

ter the area is equally interesting, due to

blossoming plants such as cyclamens (Cycla-

men graecum), narcissuses (Narcissus

tazetta) and crocuses (Crocus oreocreticus,

Crocus laevigatus). Zaros’ fauna is also

unique. The wider area of Pano Riza is the

Monasteries
Monkhood at Pano Riza is deeply rooted. The biggest monasteries of the area

include the ones at Vrontisi and Varsamonero, which have existed since the

second byzantine period (961-1204).

The monastery of Vrontisi lies on a spot which has a stunning view to the

south. At the entrance of the monastery is the renaissance spring with an

embossed picture of Adam and Eve in paradise. At the bottom of the picture,
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Churches
The two-aisled church of Agia Kiriaki is at

Zaros. The 19th century wood-sculpted

temple and remarkable portable icons are

very interesting. In the well-preserved

village of Panagia, a 15th century three-

aisled basilica is saved. In the east of Panagia village, at Paliama site, is the

church of Agios Charalabos. The architectural elements enwalled in this

Christian church are very interesting. At the totally deserted village of

Kirmousi, a reconstructed single-naved church of Panagia is saved, which was

built during the Venetian occupation. At the also deserted village of Fradio,

there is a single-naved church of Panagia, which belongs to the Venetian

period. At this site, there was one of the few monasteries of the Westerners

living in Crete.

THE HISTORY OF WATER  
There is no doubt that water played a

crucial role for this area as a source of

wealth and livelihood. The history of irri-

gation works is long, since pipes and

reservoirs were constructed for the

transfer of water to Ancient Gortina as

early as the roman years. Apart from the

use of water for agricultural purposes,

watermills are still preserved near rivers.

Locals used to grind their cereals there

from ancient to recent times and until the ‘60s watermills played a major role

in the area’s commercial life, since they grinded tones of cereals coming from

a big part of the island. A system of ten watermills, used until the middle of

the 20th century, is still retained in good condition and one watermill, perhaps

the only one in Crete, operates even today at the artificial lake of Votomos. 

water springs from the embossed busts symbolizing the four rivers of Edem.

The katholikon is a two-aisled church honoring the memory of Agios Antonios

and Apostolos Thomas. In the south aisle, there are 14th century wall paint-

ings and portable icons of the Angel are exhibited. During the 16th and 17th

centuries, the monastery had a period of great spiritual development. Accord-

ing to tradition, the great artist of the Cretan Renaissance, Michael Damaski-

nos, served as a monk here. The icons he created were transferred to the

museum of Agia Aikaterini in Heraklio during the previous century. In the 19th

century this was a shelter for two great revolutionaries for Cretan freedom,

Captain Michael Korakas and the crypto-Christian Michael Kourmoulis. Near

Vrontisi is the monastery of Agios Fanourios Varsamoneros. This was a great

spiritual centre during the Venetian occupation which influenced the whole

island. A school and an important library operated here. In the katholikon

honouring Agios Fanourios, Panagia and Agios Ioannis, there are wall paintings

dating back to the 15th century. A work of exceptional artistic quality, the

wood-sculpted temple, has been transferred to the Historical Museum of

Crete in Heraklio. The monastery of Agios Nikolaos is the third most impor-

tant monastery in the area of Zaros. During the Venetian occupation it was a

glebe of the monastery of Varsamonero. Today, only the small 14th century

byzantine church of Agios Nikolaos is saved. In recent years, a fraternity fol-

lowing the old (Julian) calendar has settled in the monastery.
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TOURIST INFRASTRUCTURES
The area of Zaros lies in a uniquely endued environment with dense vegeta-

tion, water, picturesque nature-loving routes on the mountain, gorges, river

banks and springs. It is also very close to the wonderful beaches of southern

Crete (Agia Galini, Kalamaki, Kokkinos Pirgos, Kommos, Lentas etc.), archae-

ological sites (Festos, Gortina) and historical monasteries (Vrontisi, Varsa-

monero, Agios Nikolaos, Panagia Kaliviani). This area, and especially the region

around Zaros lake, has been a well-loved resort for many years, both for

Greek and foreign visitors from all over the world. In recent years, it shows

remarkable tourist development. Here, you can find hotels, traditional guest

houses, villas and rented apartments, which are ready to host visitors wishing

to experience the area’s beauty and the hospitality of the locals. Many taverns

and restaurants are also open and you can taste traditional food and forgot-

ten Cretan dishes there. You can also try the delicious trouts, bred in the area

of Votomos. In the villages coffee shops anyone can sip their coffee or drink

and chatter a little with the locals. For those who are interested in alternative

tourist activities, at Zaros there are agencies organizing sport activities and you

can go there to ask for the necessary equipment. This area is ideal for moun-

taineering, climbing and canoeing. There

is also a motor club with a remarkable

history of organized activities. At Samari

site in the municipality of Zaros, there is

a mountaineering shelter, west of Agios

Nikolaos gorge, which is available after

contacting the municipality offices.  

WHAT TO BUY BEFORE LEAVING
At Zaros, tradition is still alive. Folk arts flourish at Zaros in small traditional

wood-sculpture, weaving and instrument making workshops operated by local

artists. With a visit of local workshops visitors can watch the manufacturing

process of a traditional musical instrument, religious icon or an original Cretan

weaving. They can also buy or order unique hand-made works of art made of

wood or fiber, such as icons, musical instruments and weaving products. Also, in

the small shops of the whole area, you can find souvenirs and miniatures. In shop-

ping centers, bakeries, confectionaries and butcher's shops you can buy olive oil,

wine, meat, dairy products and bakery products. In the area of Zaros, there is a

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CELEBRATIONS ALL YEAR THROUGH
The area of Zaros, as well as the whole area of Pano Riza at Psiloritis, lives in

the rhythm of tradition all year long. Christian celebrations, social events, such

as weddings, christenings, sheep sheerings, fairs and historical anniversaries are

numerous through the year. We mention some celebrations taking place in the

summer, such as the water fete at Zaros Lake and the honey fete at Vorizia.

Every summer on 15 August, the Vorizia holocaust and the resistance against

the Germans are honored. The celebrations, organized by the Pancretan youth

association, are also widely known on the island and have the monastery of

Vrontisi as their centre of activity. Religious fairs are famous in the area, the first

one being the fair of Agia Kiriaki at Zaros on 7 July. On 15 August, at the aban-

doned village of Fradio, formerly a glebe of the catholic monastery of Panagia

ton Aggelon, and at Panagia village, the churches of Koimisis Theotokou cele-

brate. On Agios Fanourios name day on 27 August, the monastery of Varsa-

monero celebrates attracting many people and hundreds of dedicatory items

and fanouropites (special pies dedicated to the saint), both in the evening

before and on that day. The monastery of Vrontisi celebrates on the name day

of Agios Antonios, 17 January, but also on the name day of Aposotolos Thomas,

on the first Sunday after Easter. On this Sunday, there is also a big fair at Vron-

tisi, attracting believers from the whole region as a fair that used to be famous

on the whole island. Zaros residents celebrate on that day in the square and in

all shops, coffee shops and houses they offer treats to honour their monastery.

Recently, there have been efforts to revive this custom. At the monastery of

Agios Nikolaos, there is a fraternity and the monastery operates on the old

church calendar. Every Sunday, and especially on the name day of Agios Niko-

laos (on 6 December, but adding 13 more days, according to the Gregorian cal-

endar, the name day is celebrated on 19 December) a great number of people

visit the monastery. 
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well-know water bottling company, “VOTOMOS SA”, bottling water with the

trademark “ZARO’S”, which is famous on the whole island for its quality. It also

worth trying the trout served in the nearby taverns - breeding units around Voto-

mos Lake.

NEAR THE AREA
One of the most important centers of Minoan Crete is the palace of Festos.

Near Festos, there is the royal palace of Agia Triada dating back to the mid-

Minoan years. Very important findings were discovered here and are now

gracing the archaeological museum of Heraklio. Near the coast, north of

Matala, there is the ancient harbour of Kommos. For escapes to the sea,

Timpaki, Kalamaki, Kokkinos Pirgos and Matala are at a very short distance. The

northern road network of Crete also provides an easy access to destinations in

the prefectures of Heraklio, Rethymno and Lasithi.  
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the oldest churches in the region is here, Panagia Galatou. The provincial road

leading to Ancient Gortina crosses the traditional village of Raptis with its

stone-built houses. We can also return to Gergeri and follow the road east to

go to Panassos. Its name has a pre-Hellenic origin and it is also possible that

there was an ancient town with this name. Remains of ancient irrigative works

are saved in this area. A little further in the north, at Agia Varvara, we turn left

towards Prinias. At this site was the ancient town of Rizinia, which flourished

from late Minoan until Hellenistic years.

Rouvas forest - Selia - Ai Giannis
North of Gergeri, after 10 km of turnpike and 4 km of passable dirt road, we

arrive at Selia. All the way to this village, there are scattered rocky mitata and

the meagre settlements of the shepherds that impress with the beauty and

simplicity of their construction. From there, we walk down into the forest in

the direction of the small historic church of Ai Giannis, which is at a 5 km

distance. This is a very interesting walking path. Apart from the wonderful

landscape, hikers can quench their thirst with the water coming from springs

and watch the area’s wild avifauna and unique vegetation of hollies.

Before we continue down from Selia to Ai Giannis, we can turn left to

Ampelakia peak. This is a short route which can be covered by a 4x4 jeep and

it is recommended for its view of the Messara plain and the Libyan Sea or the

mountain and the forest of Rouvas. 

Setting of from Gergeri, we can also go through Rouvas forest and arrive at

Nida or the observatory at Skoinakas and then to Anogia. This is an alternative

route connecting the northern and southern parts of the island.

GERGERI
On the southeast side of Psiloritis, 39 km far from Heraklio, lies Gergeri, the

biggest village in Pano Riza. Its name is pre-Hellenic and is probably associat-

ed with the gargling water flowing from the rich spring above the village. This

spring used to supply Ancient Gortina with water. The village is mentioned in

Venetian documents and censuses as early as the 13th century. Due to the

land’s morphology, this place was used as a shelter during difficult times. Dur-

ing the great struggle for freedom, Cretans fought here against the Egyptian

army, who had come to suppress the revolution. In March 1828, the Turks

invaded the village church and killed twelve believers and the priest. During

the 1866 rebellion, most of the houses and churches were destroyed. 

A TOUR OF IMPORTANT SETTLEMENTS - ROUTES
Routes in settlements of the Municipality of Rouvas
Following the main road to the west, we arrive at Nivritos. This village is

known from legal documents of the 14th century. Agios Methodios Nivritou

and Agios Nikolaos Kourtaliotis led an ascetic life here. The basketry tradition

still flourishes in this place. From here, we can go on to Zaros or go back to

Gergeri and follow the route to the south to Lithaios River to arrive at

Kardamiana, Mastrachiana and Tzaniana villages. Their names probably stem

from family names of the region. Mastrachiana was the birthplace of Fragkias

Mastrachas, the legendary fighter of Cretan revolutions. It is worth visiting the

old church of Ai Giannis at the cemetery and admiring its beautiful temple.

Apomarma is one of the oldest villages in the municipality of Rouvas. One of
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the begging of summer many endemic

plants are interesting, such as the Cre-

tan arum (Arum creticum), the Cretan

cyclamen (Cyclamen creticum) and two

rare and endemic protected orchids, the

Cretan Kephalanthiro (Cephalanthera

cuculata) and the Cretan orchid also

known as “sad” (Epipactis cretica). The

artificial lake at Gergeri is also interest-

ing - Digenis Lake - which is very close to Gergeri village and has been cre-

ated to meet the irrigative needs of the wider area. As time passes, more

and more migratory birds appear in this area and make it an important

migratory station for birds in southern Crete. For this reason, the munici-

pality has taken measures to enhance the protection and increase the biodi-

versity of this area. Pano Riza has a remarkable avifauna, since it is a shelter

for big raptors. Awesome cliffs, stunning gorges, rock roofs or steep decli-

nations in the south part of Psiloritis are ideal places for these birds to nest. 

WORTH VISITING (A journey in nature)  
Pano Riza is a natural veranda over the plain of Messara.   The climate here is

mild and water coming from the springs of Psiloritis is abundant. The geo-

morphologic anaglyph is impressive with its gigantic cliffs which glide from the

high mountaintops of Psiloritis and are covered by tons of pebbles and rocks.

Little gorges end up to rivers that cross the plains, such as Lithaios River,

which used to supply Ancient Gortina with water. But the most impressive ele-

ment of the anaglyph is the pit of Rouvas above Gergeri, and the homonymous

forest from which Gafaris gorge begins to end up at Zaros artificial lake. 

Rouvas forest is one of the most important natural ecosystems in the munic-

ipality of Heraklio and a big part of it has been characterized as a wild life

shelter. It has significant biodiversity and many endemic species. Hollies pre-

vail here in its arboratious form. Among them, deciduous maples (Acer sem-

pervirens) give a colourful note to the dark green forest during the autumn.

Here, in a place protected by a surrounding fence, is located a large cluster

of the unique endemic tree of Crete, the Cretan Zelcova (Zelcova abelicea),

which due to its rarity is often referred as the “Unrecognizable tree”. The

fauna in Rouvas forest is also very important. Especially, raptors (lam-

mergeiers, war eagles, Bonelli’s eagles,

vultures etc.) and small mammals (the

rare wild cat, true marmots, badgers,

hares etc) live in this unique biotope. At

Gafaris gorge, the flora is also impressive.

Here, we come across hollies, cypresses,

pine trees and a special kind of hollies

called (Phillyrea latifolia). In spring and at

A JOURNEY TO THE MYTH AND HISTORY
Here, according to ancient myths, Zeus transformed into a bull and crossed

Lithaios River to transfer Europe to the island of Crete, ending up at Ancient

Gortina. Pre-Hellenic names in the whole area of Pano Riza reveal the exis-

tence of human activity in the area as early as the pre-historic era. This area

has been connected to Ancient Gortina, the former administrative centre of

the island, ever since the Hellenistic and roman years. During the byzantine

era and the Venetian occupation, important churches were built, in which

major saints of the local church lead an ascetic life. During the years of the

Ottoman occupation, here was the Christians’ revolution centre. Every time

their country needed it, the residents of Pano Riza were there to participate

actively in national struggles. Under Ottoman rule, the caves in this area pro-

vided shelter to the Chainides, the unbowed mountain rebels. This area

brought off many major personalities during the fight against the Turks.

Fragkias Mastrachas was singled out for his action. An important event in the

fight for independence was the battle at Armougielles in August 1823. It was

one of the most murderous battles in the whole period of Turkish occupation

of the area. Also during World War II, residents paid their participation in the

fights for freedom with their own blood. The battle at Trachili, the holocaust

and execution of 25 young men from Gergeri and Nivritos are two of the most

important events.
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grinded the products of their land (wheat, barley). Some of the watermills

were, at the same time, used as olive presses or tanneries (for tannic materials,

such as acorns, lentisks etc.). A walk along Lithaios River and in the riverside

villages is astonishing. “Glikata”, wells, burrstones and watermill parts left to

oblivion and a few reconstructed mills remind of the social and commercial life

of an era so close to ours, but still so far due to the changes brought by the

modern way of life. 

Monasteries
The hermitage of Agios Efthimios at Nivritos, which lies at a superb place above

Gafaris gorge, west of Nivritos was the ascetic home of saint Nikolaos Kourtal-

iotis. The way from the village to the hermitage is stunning. We come across

crystal springs that compose a unique landscape along with the natural beau-

ties. 15th century wall paintings are saved in the hermitage. The picture of

humble Jesus between Theotokos and Ioannis Theologos is really interesting. 

The hermitage of Osios Methodios Nivritou is in a cave with the same name

in the upper neighbourhood of the village. This saint came from Rethymno

and became a monk at the monastery of Preveli before he found real peace at

Nivritos.

Churches  
The church of Christ at Gergeri, founded by the Kistekian monk order between

the early 13th and middle 14th centuries, is an important monument of the

Venetian period. The 1897 revolution, with Ioannis Dafotis as its leader, was

declared here. The church of Panagia Kera Chanoutia, on the way from

Heraklio, has 15th century wall paintings. It was a martyr place for 25 patriots

of this area, who were killed by Nazi soldiers. There is an impressive view from

the church of Profitis Ilias at Gergeri, which was built on a rock like a meteor.

The church of Agia Paraskevi at Panassos, with its five domes, is one of the

most beautiful churches in Crete. Panagia Galatousa at Apomarma is one of

the oldest churches in the area (10th - 11th centuries). According to tradition,

local stockbreeders had promised God to build this church using milk instead

of water.  

THE HISTORY OF WATER
Water is the force that gives life to this area’s culture. Water connects taps,

reservoirs and bridges. In the wider area, there are traces of a roman reservoir,

as well as wonderful carved bridges. The watermills at Gergeri have been

known ever since the 15th century. Along Lithaios river ruins of 20 watermills

used to exist and still remain. Their usage was extremely important for the

whole area, since they played an important role in economic and social life.

People came here on horses, after covering short or long distances, and

FOLK ARCHITECTURE
Visitors can admire many "mitata” in

Rouvas forest. These are a type of con-

struction resembling the arched tombs of

the Minoan years and were used as stock-

breeding settlements by Psiloritis shep-

herds. In the south of Gergeri, a passable

dirt road leads to the abandoned village

of Raftis. Time seems to have stopped

here. Venetian buildings, churches remains of an Ottoman mosque exist

together in harmony. A communal fountain and the narrow paved streets take

us back in time.

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
In the Natural History Museum, on the way from Gergeri to Rouvas forest,

visitors can get information on Rouvas flora and fauna. They can also find

documents (maps, brochures) with information about the area.
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on Clear Monday at Gergeri. On Monday, immediately after Easter, it is the

celebration of Ai Giorgis at Raftis, while on Tuesday there is a fair of Pana-

gia at Psalida.

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CELEBRATIONS ALL YEAR THROUGH
This area, which is intact by heavy tourist industry, has to recommend to its

visitors many chances for celebrations, fun and joy in every social occasion.

Even weddings and christenings are social occasions that give people a

chance to meet. Religious fairs, as the custom requires, attract a great num-

ber of people, while sheep sheerings are celebrated with many guests, food

and singing.

In the summer, celebrations are

organized by the municipality of

Rouvas during “Nature’s and

people’s fetes” in August with a

very interesting festival of wind

instruments. All year long, cele-

brations, art gatherings and

conferences are organized in

the old camps and in the little

conference hall above Gergeri.

The fair of Agios Methodios at Nivritos on 25 March, where the conveyance

of the saint’s corps takes place in the escort of horsemen, is very interest-

ing. The pastoral celebration of Ai Giannis of Rouvas on 23 September is a

revelation to visitors who attend it. Many shepherds gather and spend the

night around the church, while music and dancing are indispensable. The fair

of Ai Giorgis Methistis on 3 November at Gergeri, where newly made wines

are tasted, ends up in singing fete in the neighbourhoods of the village. Many

people from the whole island also come to the tradi-

tional celebrations called Apokrigiomata, with pro-

ceedings such as the wedding and the Bear-like dance,

TOURIST INFRASTRUCTURES
The area of Gergeri is a highly interesting destination. The wonderful natural

environment, hospitable locals, its beautiful hinterland, rivers, watermills and

the unique forest of Rouvas invite visitors to wander around the region and

get to know it. Tourist infrastructure is still at an early stage as far as accom-

modation is concerned. Visitors can lodge in rented apartments and dwellings

in the wider area of Zaros and the municipality of Timpaki. Concerning

restoration, greater steps have been taken. There are taverns in the centre

and near the old football field of Gergeri, which are ready to serve special

Cretan dishes to every guest. Above the little Museum of Natural History, in

the area where the old camps used to be, there is a tavern operated by the

women’s association “Idaia Gi”, which also standardizes local products. In the

same area, there is a conference and exhibition hall, which is used on certain

occasions. At the coffee shops and taverns of Gergeri and the nearby villages,

you will find a cool place to rest and talk with the locals.
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WHAT TO BUY BEFORE LEAVING
Visitors will leave the municipality of Rouvas with many memories but also

many things in their luggage. This area produces olive oil and wine from old

Cretan varieties of grapes. You can find many standardized products, such

as honey, desserts, olives, bakery products and aromatic herbs. The

Women’s Association of Gergeri and other cottage industries standardize

various desserts and vegetables. Butcher’s shops and other shops of the

area offer delicious local cheese products and meat. If you would like some-

thing special, look for handmade baskets and basketfuls at Nivritos and

handworks made from wood and stone at the workshop of Gergeri, as well

as musical instruments at the traditional instrument making workshop of

the same village. 

NEAR THE AREA
Near Agioi Deka village is Ancient Gortina. The great epigraph with the laws

of Gortina was inscribed here between the late 6th and early 5th centuries BC.

During roman years and the early byzantine era, this was the centre of the

island’s political and economic life. This is one of the first towns to have

accepted Christianity by Apostole Paul’s disciple, Agios Titos. The traditional

village of Voroi is after Moires and at a short distance before Timpaki. Here

you can find the “Museum of Cretan Ethnology”, a model museum with an

enormous folklore collection, research and important publications concerning

tradition, Cretan folk arts, agricultural technology and the architectural

tradition of the past two centuries. We should also mention the women’s

monastery of Panagia Kaliviani, on the way from Moires to Timpaki, an active

spiritual centre, which is famous in Crete for its charities and the weaving,

needlework and hagiography workshop.
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morals and customs intact even in our days. Nearby villages determine a sig-

nificant part of the area’s history and tradition.

Krousonas - Korfes - Loutraki - Kitharida - Sarchos 
With Krousonas as our base, we can wander around the little villages of moun-

tainous Malevizi. Korfes village is built on hills (called “korfes” in Greek) to which

it owes its name. In the pretty village square, you can find the churches of Koimi-

sis Theotokou (16th century) and Agia Triada. Dris Mantaleniou, the huge oak

tree looming over the village is where, according to tradition, revolutionary con-

ferences used to take place. Loutraki is built on the east foothills of Voskero hill

on a 420 m. altitude. This village is mentioned in 14th century deeds. The

monastery of Jerusalem is here. Kitharida, has been known since 1577. This vil-

lage was destroyed in the tremendous earthquake of 1856. Today, the

monastery of Kera Eleousa is saved, as well as the old church of Agios Fanourios

with the wonderful wood-carved temple. Sarchos is proved to have existed since

the 14th century. It was a revolutionary centre against the invaders, especially

during the Ottoman period. The historical cave of Chonos sheltered fighters for

freedom. There is a Folklore Museum and an old watermill in the village.

KROUSONAS
On the northeast side of Psiloritis lies the historical village of Krousonas. Built on

a 460 m. altitude, it is 21 km far from Heraklio. Its name comes from Ancient

Greek. The village was first mentioned in a deed in 1374. After the Ottoman

invasion, a sultan order obliged residents to pay taxes for the maintenance of

Sultan Ibrahim’s mosque in Rethymno. Locals are mainly occupied with farming,

and especially viniculture, the cultivation of olives, stockbreeding and processing

of agricultural products.  Even though some Minoan and late Geometrical sites

have been found, archaeological research in the area is not yet systematic. In the

village, there are the churches of Panagia Kera, Agios Charalambos and Agios

Georgios. Pano Palia Vrisi is an important hydraulic work. A little outside the res-

idential area, there is the monastery of Agia Irini, which is very famous in Crete,

as well as Melissocharakas, which is very interesting from a geological point of

view, the forest of Vromonero with its hollies, a recreational forest region and

the plateau of Livadi, which is rich in apple and pear trees.

A TOUR IN IMPORTANT SETTLEMENTS - ROUTES
The mountainous area of Malevizi is a characteristic part of the prefecture of

Heraklio. Climbed up at the foot of Psiloritis, it creates a sharp contrast with

the fertile land of the plains of Malevizi with the vineyards and olive planta-

tions. Taking care of the plain of Heraklio, the residents of this area are occu-

pied with farming and stockbreeding. The increase in population, in spite of

the area being so far from big urban centers, has created a solid society living

in the mountain's shade. Always leading in the battles for freedom, the resi-

dents of this area have written their own page in the history of Crete. They

grow up with “mantinades” and the “Maleviziotikos” dance and keep their

Krousonas - Monastery of Agia Irini - Plateau of Livadi - Vromonero
A part of the following nature-loving route, which is full of surprises, is cov-

ered on a dirt road. For this reason, you will need a car with the relevant

specifications. From Krousonas village, the road continues to the monastery

of Agia Irini, with its women order. We recommend you to spend some time

in the monastery, admire its blossomed gardens, take a look at the hand-

works and talk with the hospitable nuns. After this, it is worth visiting Agios

Spiridon Organization, which is dedicated to children with special abilities.

When we continue, the intersection we find after driving 1 km, leads to the

plateau of Livadi and its thousands of trees (apple and pear trees), if we turn
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A JOURNEY TO THE MYTH AND HISTORIC MEMORIES
A Minoan and geometrical dorp has been found at the site of Koupos and a dead

city at the site of Chiromandres. At Loutraki (little bath) there are remains of

roman baths, as its name reveals.

The area of mountainous Malevizi was a revolution centre both against the

Venetians and during Turkish occupation. The unsurrended Chainides took

action in the area’s mountains in those years. At Krousonas during July 1822 a

legendary battle took place inside the church of Agios Charalabos, the patron

saint of the village, where 370 people of Serif Pasa were defeated, which had as

a result the retreat of the Turks from Malevizi. In the 1866 rebellion, Christians

fought against the Ottomans in the village. The battle given in Sarchos cave was

a very important one. During German occupation, the first armed rebel team in

Crete was set up here, with Antonis Grigorakis or Satan as its leader, and took

part in battles in the city of Heraklio. The team comprised patriots coming from

the nearby villages of Malevizi, who later used to camp at Vromonero forest.

Monasteries 
The eastern foothills of Psiloritis host a great number of monasteries. North of

Kitharida village is the monastery of Panagia Eleousa - Agios Fanourios that is

one of the oldest known monasteries in Crete. It was built or reconstructed

during the second Byzantine era. The katholikon of the monastery has gone

through many building stages since the 12th up to the 20th century. It was

finally built as a three-aisled katholikon. The central aisle honours Panagia, the

northern one honours Agios Fanourios and the southern part honors Agios

Charalabos. The monastery was kept active throughout the Turkish occupation.

From 1841 to 1866, a Greek school was hosted in the monastery, which con-

tinued to operate until the early 20th century.

The Monastery of Agia Irini at Krousonas bloomed during the Venetian inva-

sion. It was destroyed and abandoned during the revolution of 1821. After

right. Underneath, there is the gorge of Agia Irini, which is an ancient path

that used to lead Minoan believers to Zominthos. On the left, the road leads

to Ai Giannis Psilos, whose celebration is on the name day of Agios Ioannis

Theologos, lying on the foot of mountain “Koudouni” with a view of the

whole area of Malevizi and Heraklio. Three kilometers further into the forest,

we arrive at Vromonero forest with its hollies and then at Zominthos.

WORTH VISITING (A journey in nature)
Malevizi is a transitional zone that changes the landscape of the prefecture of

Heraklio from plains with cultivable land to the mountainous area of Psiloritis.

Little streams begin in the east of the mountain to end up in the north coast and

they form successive gorges followed by the new road network leading drivers

to the mountainous zone. The wild area of Malevizi is one of significant geolog-

ical interest. The flat limestone walls of the breaches (called “plistres”, meaning

“washer” in the local dialect) are obvious in the area of Krousonas. On the

mountains, small plateaus appear among mountaintops, adding tiny green

touches on the grey mountains. At Livadi,

on the way from Krousonas to Psiloritis,

visitors will come across little orchards

with fruit-bearing trees, mainly orange and

apple trees. The national road between

Heraklio and Rethymno begins here and is

one of the most beautiful routes on the

island, also providing access to the moun-

tain villages of Mylopotamos. Most villages

of Malevizi, with Krousonas being the

biggest one, are built in the mountain,

under the shadow of the steep glacis, so that they can overlook the fertile plain.

Taking the road up from the village, at the edges we see locust trees (Ceratonia

siliqua), Kermes oaks (Quercus coccifera) and maples (Acer sempervirens),

interchanging with barberries (Berberis cretica), the Greek spiny spurges

(Euphorbia acanthothamnos) and spiny booms (Calicotome villosa), while in

between them impressive sea squills (Drimia maritima), grow asphodels

(Asphodelus aestivus) and orchids (Orchis sp.). The road ends up to one of the

most beautiful and relatively unknown Kermes oak forests of the municipality

called “Vromonero”. The gorge of Agia Irini at Krousonas impresses with its

wildness, while the oak tree “Dris Madaleniou” at Korfes is unique, gigantic and

rich and dominates the place. 

In mountainous Malevizi the fauna is very rich. There is a wide variety of Cre-

tan raptors. Apart from the common mammals that are characterized by large

populations at Malevizi (ferrets, mice, forest mice, hedgehogs and weasels), of

particular importance is the presence of the tiny endemic shrew (Crocidura

zimmermanni), one of the most rare insectivores. The size of an adult of this

species is smaller than a baby mouse!
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CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CELEBRATIONS ALL YEAR THROUGH
At the mountainous municipality of Krousonas, with its long history of fights

for freedom, there are many elements that make people special, both for their

way of life and for the social characteristics of their everyday lives. All year

round, they honour their Saints with their religious celebrations. Each of the

historical monasteries, churches and country churches are open to visitors on

fair days, which are particularly shiny and special. Starting from the beginning

of the year, we can mention the fair of Agios Georgios at Krousonas on 10

February, Agios Georgios on 23 April or the day immediately after Easter, and

Ai Giorgis Kokkiniakos, outside the village, where builders honour the saint by

attending mass and eating together. The memory of Agia Irini is also honoured

at Krousonas on 5 May in the historical monastery, while Ai Giannis Psilos,

near Agia Irini, has a stockbreeding celebration, where all visitors are treated

with food. Panagia Kera celebrates on 15 August, which is the day of Koimisis

Theotokou. The monastery of Jerusalem at Loutraki is honoured on 21

November, the day of Isodia Theotokou, while many people visit Sarchos vil-

lage on 14 September for the fair of Timios Stavros. The municipality of

Krousonas also organizes cultural celebrations all year long. The most impor-

World War II, a female fraternal order settled here. There is a two-aisled

katholikon honouring Agia Irini and the Koimisis of Theotokos. Today, it is

inhabited by a large female fraternal order. The nuns are occupied with the cre-

ation of handworks. Near the village of Loutraki there is the Monastery of

Jerusalem, which has been known since the Venetian occupation and used to

be the centre of the 1821 and 1866 revolutions, which resulted in its total dev-

astation. There is a two-aisled katholikon and an impressive, disproportionate-

ly big, portico. At Korfes village the glebe of Panagia Kavallara has been rescued.

Churches
At Krousonas, visitors can worship the temple of Panagia Kera and the histor-

ical temple of Agios Charalabos and Agios Georgios. Outside the village, you

can find the churches of Ai Giorgis Kokkiniakos and Ai Giannis Psilos. Parts of

wall paintings are rescued at Panagia Kera at Sarchos, which is a glebe of the

monastery of Gorgolaini. At Sarchos village, there is a local Folklore Museum,

which you can visit after contacting the authorities. There is also a refurbished

watermill.

tant ones are the celebration of Krousianiotis shepherd at Vromonero, which

attracts many people, the celebration of Soultanina (a kind of grapes) in

August at Korfes, where a pancretan contest of “mantinades” also takes place,

and the cherry fete at Sarchos in early summer.

TOURIST INFRASTRUCTURES
This area, which is so much characterized by the elements of the Cretan

mountainous landscape, has recently been a pole of attraction for both foreign

and Greek visitors. The monastery of Agia Irini, with the plethora of activities

organized by the female fraternity order, has favoured visits, especially by

Greeks, for many tears, which has made the village famous for its hospitable

residents. We should keep in mind that picturesque Krousonas is on of the

most mountainous villages in the prefecture of Heraklio, where visitors will

very often find snow, something that attracts many visitors from the plain

areas of the island. In summer, the coolness and picturesque beauty of the

villages make this place very attractive and invite visitors to this mountainous

cool environment. In recent years, accommodation and restoration has begun

to develop, advancing a form of moderate development, which is exactly the
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NEAR THE AREA
The church of Agios Mironas is in the homonymous village in the county of

Malevizi. It is built at the site of an early Christian basilica in the second

Byzantine period in the 11th-12th centuries and is a pancretan place of

worship.

kind that suits the area. Many guest houses, agrotourist dwellings and rented

apartments have made a noticeable appearance in the mountainous

municipality of Krousonas, changing the conditions for local people and

demanding visitors, wishing something original and different for their holidays.

At the same time, many taverns and restaurants are ready to offer visitors a

variety of treats from mountainous Crete, made from pure products of the

Krousonas area, exquisite wine, meat, cheese products, vegetables and fruits.

Shops selling nutrition goods, but especially bakeries and the female

associations of Krousonas and Korfes, offer a variety of tastes and flavors to

visitors on a daily basis. 

WHAT TO BUY BEFORE LEAVING
A visit to the mountainous municipality of Krousonas will fill you with beautiful

images of the area's landscape and tradition. It is also certain that you will leave

this area with your luggage full of local products. Near Krousonas, at Livadi plain,

delicious pears and apples are biologically produced and you can buy them at the

season they grow. In the plains, fruits and vegetable are cultivated all year long.

The female associations of Krousonas and Korfes produce a great variety of

bakery and confectionary products, made of local materials and recipes. Do not

hesitate to look for their shops and taste unique local treats. At the monastery of

Agia Irini at Krousonas, nuns create fabulous handworks, which you can admire

and buy. Also in the monastery, there is a shop for religious souvenirs and gifts.

The area of Malevizi is stockbreeding, due to its mountainous geomorphology.

Milk, meat and cheese production is the main source of income and many

butchers’ and other shops sell products that you can buy for your home.

Apiculture is significantly common and you can buy honey, which is also available

in a standardized form. You can also buy pure olive oil, as well as wine

(remember the local variety “Malevizia” tradition in the Middle Ages). 

The monastery of Agios Georgios at Gorgolaini, near the village of Kato Asites,

is built on a spot with wonderful view. There is a two-aisled katholikon

honouring Agios Georgios and Agios Nikolaos. The nearest beaches are those

that are very close to Heraklio, such as Ammoudara. The short distance from

Heraklio makes easy a visit to the archaeological Museum of Heraklio, with the

Minoan exhibits of Crete, as well as to the Historical Museum of Crete and the

Natural History Museum. Minoan Knossos also waits for you at a short

distance from Heraklio. 
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Necessary equipment
If you climb to stay at the peak, either in winter or in summer, you will defi-

nitely need warm clothes and a windproof jacket for the night, as well as a

sleeping-bag. Keep in mind that it is cold at night and there is not any pro-

tected place, except in the small church of Timios Stavros. It is absolutely nec-

essary to have mountain shoes, or at least close shoes and shocks, depending

on the season, since you are going to walk in footpaths of moderate difficulty.

In winter, climbing equipment, warm clothes, a windproof jacket and walking

equipment for walking on snow (crampon, ice axe), warm shocks and a tent,

are neccesary if you wish to stay overnight.  

You have to carry a flashlight, field ration and, by all means, water, since the

water from the spring at the mountain peak is not drinkable. 

What you have to be careful about   
You always have to be accompanies by a guide who is familiar with the moun-

tain and be informed about the weather forecast, especially in winter. In high-

er altitudes, snow is easy to cover everything. There is dense fog on the way

to Nida, but also from Livadia up to the mountain. When snow covers every-

Climbing
The peak is accessible from many sides of the mountain, since on the moun-

tain there are paths with signs and shelter, where you can stay. Access to the

peak is possible from the side of Anogia, where there is a shelter at Trigiodo

site, and from the side of Livadia, by walking a stone-paved path up to the

mountaineering shelter of the municipality of Kouloukonas, which is now

under construction. From Amari you can reach the peak via Kouroutes or

Lochria and the mountaineering shelter at Toumpotos Prinos at Kouroutes is

ready to host visitors, after contacting the Mountaineering Association of

Rethymno. From the prefecture of Heraklio, there is a mountaineering shelter

in the municipality of Zaros at Samari site, west of Gafaris gorge, where you

can stay after contacting the municipality. Access from Zaros and Gergeri

takes many hours but is especially interesting, since you will have to cross the

whole gorge of Gafaris and Rouvas forest.

Spending the night 
The temperature at the peak is much lower than the average temperature of

the island throughout the year and many times, especially in winter, there are

extreme weather conditions.

After the first spells of bad weather, Psiloritis fills with snow, which remains

until the end of spring. Spending the night in this area is difficult and it is only

possible during summer.  

thing, it is not easy to walk on the mountain and there are not many places

for your protection, apart from shelters and some "mitata", which are scat-

tered at the peak. Be careful! Do not try to climb on Psiloritis without a guide.

Outside the paths, the mountain hides many traps, deep gulches, gaps and

steep gorges in the south. Team climbings are organized all year round by the

mountaineering associations of Rethymno and Heraklio.

The experience
The sensation and the view at the mountain peak are absolutely unprece-

dented, especially on days when the atmosphere is clear. 

The experience on Psiloritis peak is a one-in-life experience!

GUIDELINES

FOR A SAFE

CLIMBING 

AND STAY 

AT PSILORITIS  
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ment, the creation and enhancement of suitable infrastructure for the devel-

opment of moderate and alternative tourism (geotourism, domestic tourism,

etc.), the enhancement of educational activities and the cooperation for the

development and promotion of the areas.

The Psiloritis Natural Park, which is the area from Amari, Gergeri and

Krousonas to the northern coasts, became the sixth member of the network

in 2001, after fulfilling all requirements. Today, the network comprises 33

members coming from nine European countries, while every year there are

many applications from areas that wish to become members.

EUROPEAN GEOPARKS NETWORK - PSILORITIS NATURAL PARK
European Geoparks were created as an institution in 2000 through an inter-

national LEADER initiative. For rural areas of Europe facing many develop-

mental and financial problems took part in a programme for the development

of moderate infrastructure and activities, which would help local develop-

ment and regional economies. These areas were Haute Provence in south

France, Vulkaneifel in western Germany, Maestazgo in central Spain, and the

Petrified Forest of Lesvos. A common feature of these areas was the special

and important forms of their rocks, anaglyph and natural environment.

One of the actions taken was the development of a network of similar areas

in Europe, which, through mutual assistance and efforts, would contribute

in local development and nature protection. In September 2000, at Maes-

trazgo, Spain, the first conference of the network took place and the new

form of the network was presented and the final framework and the rules

governing it were created. This effort was taken under the auspice of

UNESCO, since its objective and aims totally match those of the interna-

tional organization.  

In this way, a European area can enter the network, if it is an area developed

at least at a minor grade, has a rich natural and geological environment,

infrastructure and mechanisms that can help in the management and mod-

erate development of the area. The main aims of a geopark are the protec-

tion and promotion of the special natural elements of areas, the matching

and recognizing of relationships with the cultural and wider human environ-






